Pushing the boundaries
with the Liniar window system
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Pushing the boundaries

Not every PVCu system
is the same
When you’re deciding which range of windows & Doors to choose for your home or
commercial project, there are a number of factors to consider:
•

Will they look good?

•

Will they be sympathetic to the overall building
design?

•

Will they exceed the most stringent energy
efficiency targets and help minimise ongoing
heating bills?

•

Will they provide the highest levels of safety and
security?

•

Are they available in a wide range of styles and
colour choices?

•

Is there a range of matching doors, roofs and
other products available?

•

Will the products be guaranteed?

The Liniar range is different to other systems on
the market – being designed from scratch to take
advantage of the very latest developments in
window engineering technology.
Combining high-tech design and engineering with
the flexibility to create an individual appearance for
every home, the Liniar system pushes the boundaries
of possibility with a range that doesn’t even need to
look like PVCu. And with Liniar’s patented doubleaction bubble gasket offering a continuous seal,
even in the corners, draughty windows are a thing
of the past.
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Offering the right appearance
Gone are the days when PVCu windows & Doors were only available in white.
Liniar’s coloured wood-grain foils are fitted as soon
as the plastic has been extruded at its factory in
Derbyshire, using the very latest in machine tooling
– so you may find it difficult to believe the frames
aren’t made of wood.
If it’s a modern appearance you’re after, you could
go for one of Liniar’s shades of flat grey to achieve a
contemporary look that delivers the highest thermal
efficiency.
Available in sculptured (curved) profile, the Liniar
range can be tailored to make sure you achieve
exactly the look you’re aiming for - from a small
single casement window to huge arched church
windows.
Liniar’s approved manufacturers are located all over
the UK and Ireland, producing ‘A+’ rated windows as
standard, together with the most advanced safety
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features on the market. YAs an approved fabricator
and installer Yate Windows will be able to listen to
your requirements and produce exactly what you
need, subject to building regulations.
The Liniar range is fully designed and produced at
a state of the art factory in the heart of Derbyshire,
before the windows are lovingly manufactured by
Yate Windows .
With a wide range of coloured foils and finishes
available, the choice is entirely yours.
Find out more about Yate Windows at
www.yatewindows.co.uk.
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Better for the
environment
Energy efficiency explained

One of the most effective ways
you can save energy within
your home is through installing
energy efficient windows and
doors.
Whether double or triple glazed, Liniar
windows outperform most of the other
leading windows in the UK – mainly due to
our innovative uPVC multi-chambered and
symmetrical profile design.
The BFRC Scheme is the UK’s national
system for rating the energy efficiency
of windows and is recognised within the
Building Regulations as a method of
showing compliance for your windows
installation. The rating scale runs from G
right up to A+ and indicates how well a
product will
•

help you contain and conserve heat
within your building in the winter

•

keep out the wind

•

resist condensation.

Yate windows have achieved an A+1’
rating, which means you’ll be able to enjoy
a warmer and quieter home as well as
lower energy bills. A+2 rating is fitted
as standard.
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Lead-free
Liniar profile is made from 100%
lead-free PVCu – better for the
environment and better for you
and your family. You no longer
have lead in your petrol or
paint, so why choose to have
frames containing lead?

Pb

LEAD-FREE

Pushing the boundaries

Designed
for today’s
challenges
Whether you are aiming for a traditional look or
a more contemporary style for your home,
yate windows range of products has something
to suit everyone’s tastes.
Available in a variety of styles and designs
together with a wide selection of attractive
colours ranging from standard white, cream and
rosewood to grey, black, and Chartwell Green
amongst others. Ask to see our colour swatches
for the full range of colours available.
Not only are our ‘A+’ rated for energy, they also
meet the highest security standards and are
manufactured in the UK – showing that our
windows have plenty of substance as well
as style.

We never imagined how
spoilt for choice we’d be with the
options available – we were
able to pick a style and colour
that suited our tastes
perfectly
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Safe and secure
The Liniar window range offers complete flexibility, whatever the room or the size of
opening you need.
Your home should be a safe haven – that’s why all
our products are designed with security in mind.
Security as standard:•

high security shootbolt locking mechanisms

•

key locking handles

•

security hinges and fitted to all vulnerable
openings

Openings
•

internal glazing

•

9 point high security door lock

•

3 security door hinges

For you safety and to comply with building
regulations inhabitable rooms upstairs and fitted
with a fire egress hinge giving a maximum opening
encase of a fire.

BBA Approved

•

The BBA (British Board of Agrement) is the UK’s major
authority offering approval of construction products,
systems and installers. The Liniar window system has
been certified and approved, proving its quality to
architects, engineers and specifiers in the UK.
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Introducing the
Liniar window
range
Whatever the age or style of your
home, there’s a Liniar window for you.
Casement Window

Liniar casement windows offer total
versatility and are still the most popular
choice available today.
The traditional British window style offers slim sight
lines to allow in maximum light.
You can say goodbye to draughty windows as
Liniar’s patented double-action bubble gasket, used
in all our products, gives a continuous seal - even in
the corners.
To add character you can add astrigal bars or
Georgian bars.
The Liniar range is available in a wide configuration
of openings, colours, finishes, glass and hardware,
which means you’ll be adding your own individual
mark on your home’s appearance.
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Pushing the boundaries

Tilt & Turn Window

If you love having your windows wide
open to let in fresh air then why not
consider Liniar tilt and turn windows for
your ground floor?
The open-in style of window is very much a
European design and is ideal for cleaning from
within (in the turn position).
Ideal for high-rise as well as low-rise applications, the
tilt and turn window offers a greater scope for larger
opening lights than a traditional casement window
and the larger panes of glass help its thermal
performance.
Perfect as a fire escape or simply to let in more fresh
air, most windows are supplied as ‘tilt before turn’
to make them safer and avoid the risk of children
opening them fully in the first instance.
With many practical benefits, tilt and turn windows
are also available with as many options as our
popular casement window.
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Liniar secure doors
All our hinged doors are fitted with 9 point lock
and 3 security hinges.
Security has to be the main concern when choosing
a door but having a secure door that looks good is
even better.
Our hinged doors come in the standard white,
rosewood and golden oak. They are now also
available in black, red, green, blue
and chartwell green.
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Sash Horn Window

Liniar’s industry leading sash horn
windows provide the traditional style
of yesteryear combined with 21st
century materials, offering superior
performance and functionality.
Sash horn windows preserve the classic look of
wooden box-sash windows while maintaining the
authenticity of any property.
They are designed to achieve the highest levels of
weather-tightness and resistance to draughts.
Made to compliment our casement range, the sash
horn window looks like a traditional sliding sash but
performs as a casement - giving you the best of
both worlds.
The high security shoot bolt locking systems provide
unparalleled protection against break-ins and the
windows can be customised with accessories such
as Georgian bars for an individual appearance.
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Bay and Bow Window

Bay or bow windows are a great way
to bring more light into your home.
Choose from different styles and
colours to get exactly what you need.
Liniar’s innovative bay and bow windows offer
a number of features and benefits unrivalled in
today’s market place and are available in a range
of styles.
The ultra-slim frames of Liniar’s beautiful windows
increase the flow of natural light as well as creating
an enhanced field of view.
Enhance the look of your windows with a range of
additional designs including leaded glass, Georgian
or astragal bar, or decorative sash horns.
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Pushing the boundaries
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A world of colour
Not just available in standard white, the Liniar range can be personalised to suit the
style of your home - as well as its colour scheme.
Stocked colours are shown larger for reference in
the boxes below – but if you’re prepared to wait just
a little longer you can choose from the whole range
in our colour swatch chart.
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The colours shown in this brochure give an indication only. No guarantee can be
given that they will exactly match the product.
The Liniar colour swatch booklet shows the full range of colours including specials.
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Pushing the boundaries

Georgian Bars

Glazing

Ever had PVCu windows with
Georgian bars that fall off when
the windows are cleaned?

In doors and all vulnerable areas of windows,
toughened safety glass in fitted. All our glass units are
fitted with the “Edgetech Super Spacer” helping to
improve the insulation and sound properties of the
window.

That’s why we offer an innovative and different
way to add interest and character to your Liniar
windows.

Handles & Letter Boxes

Our Georgian bars can be applied both
internally and externally, and simply snap into
place, giving a more authentic appearance than
aluminium bars within the sealed window unit.

These are available in a range of different colours:
white, mat chrome, bright chrome, gold, black and
smoky chrome,

What’s more, they won’t fall off!

Clever, innovative, safe
and secure - Liniar windows are
the best kept secret in the
marketplace!

We reserve the right to change or amend product specifications at any time in
the interests of our ongoing commitment to innovation. Liniar would like to thank
all those customers who contributed by kindly supplying images of their work.
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7 great reasons to
choose Liniar
Innovative - the only entirely new PVCu window
and door profile system to be developed in the last
10 years
Energy efficient – designed from scratch to achieve
the pinnacle of thermal performance and retain
more heat in your property
Safe and secure – engineered with built-in security
features and approved by independent testing
facilities

Yate Windows
Showroom:
64 Station Road
Yate
Bristol BS37 4PW

Tel: 01454 320320
sales@yatewindows.co.uk
www.yatewindows.co.uk

British made – frames are extruded in our state-ofthe-art factory in the heart of Derbyshire
Lead free – all Liniar profiles are extruded using
materials that are 100% lead free
Quality assured – backed with ISO 9001
accreditation for your peace of mind
Guaranteed – all Liniar frames are guaranteed to
not warp, split or discolour for 10 years

